Many problems may occur when storing ontology into the relational database, such as semantic information loss, information redundancy and so on. Graph database has a natural graph structure, which can relieve the above problems. So far many articles have only touched upon the RDF and graph database but not on the common ontology. A method is put forward in this paper used for storing ontology into the graph database. In the article, a general model of mapping ontology to graph is presented and its algorithm is given. A prototype system is implemented to map an ontology to a graph and store it into a graph-database automatically. The test results based on the system illustrate the mapping model and the algorithm are universal for the ontology. And many queries can be done in the graph-database which are similar to those in ontology. [18][19] December,
1.Introduction
With the rapid development of modern technology, knowledge from different areas is increasing quickly. In order to make the knowledge become shared and reusable, the study on the Semantic Web is very urgent. Ontology, as an important part in Semantic Web, often becomes the focus of related researches. As we know, an effective way of storing ontology affects not only the efficiency of the system, but also its overall performance [1] .
At present, There are three main ontology storage methods.
(1) File storage: A number of editors of the ontology, for example Onto and protégéall worke based on files. The advantages of this way are that it is easy to realize and understand, while their disadvantages are it's making contents redundant when storing the large scale ontology. (2) Memory storage: It means to store ontology into main memory and then do all operations above it. For example, OWLim and OWLJessKB, which are both systems based on the main memory [2] [3] . The efficiency of this method is high. However, a big problem is the limitation of main memory. (3) Relational database storage: The basic idea of this method is storing ontology into one or more common tables. According to the differences of mapping principles, it can be roughly divided into hierarchical storage , vertical storage , analytical storage and mixed storage [4] [5] . The shortage of those ways is their mapping structures' mismatch, which means some semantic information will be lost or redundant information may be produced [6] .
In order to solve these problems, some researchers focus on the ontology and graph database,but many mainly discuss on RDF instead of common ontology [7] [8] . In this paper, a storage method of ontology based on graph database is presented. The mapping rules from ontology to graph database are given, and its algorithm is proposed.
2.Mapping Rules from Ontology to Graph Database

Related Concepts (1) Ontology
Ontology provides a standard for things to become shared and general. There are many definitions about ontology. This paper uses the idea put forward by Perez [9] , who classifies the ontology into five elements as Definition1.
Definition 1: define an ontology O=(C, R, F, A, I). In this quintuple, C represents the collections of classes, R is on behalf of collections of relations, F means the collections of functions, A stands for the set of axioms and I shows the collection of instances.
Ontology could be described by many languages, such as XML, RDF, RDFS, DAML+ OIL, and so on. OWL has many advantages compared with others and is used widely now. The experiments in this paper are all based on the OWL ontology.
(2) Graph database
Graph database is a kind of databases based on the graph structure. The operations in a graph-database, such as adding, deleting, update and query are all traversing a graph. Partner and Vukotic mentioned that graph databases have more advantages than relational databases in the treatment of the associated data [10] . The basic formal description of a graph database is a directed graph defined in Definition 2. A typical figure is shown in Figure 1 .
Definition 2: define a graph database as a directed graph G=(V, E), where V represents the set of nodes and E is the set of directed edges which are the relation among nodes. And each node and relation can have many properties.
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General Mapping Rules
In fact, the topology model of an ontology is a graph.,therefore storing an onlotogy in a graph database is feasible. Here are some general mapping rules to map O=(C, R, F, A, I) into a graph-database G=(V, E). Define an operation → , which maps an element in O to an element in G.
(1) the mapping rule of classes A class is on behalf of a concept or specific transaction in an ontology.,and it is a node in the graph model. Therefore, a class of ontology can be mapped to a node in a graph database. Namely, for arbitrary c∈C, let c → v, where v∈V. 
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Axiom is the limitation of concepts in ontology field. All these limitations can be presented as the properties of concepts in ontology. Of course, the concepts are the nodes in graph database.
(5) the mapping rule of instances
The instance is the concrete representation of ontoloy model and the ontology model is the abstraction of the instance. In fact, layered thought will performa well in the instance and ontology model. In graph model, instance shows as a node. Namely, for arbitrary i∈I, let i → v, where v∈V.
Example
According to the mapping rules mentioned above, a special example can be given based on the code snippet of pizza.owl. The code snippet is shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig 3, there are a lot of classes, relations, properties and functions. Through the mapping rules, these elements could be mapped to the corresponding parts in a graph database. The mapping results are shown in Fig. 3 . 
The Mapping Algorithm
Based on the mapping rules, a mapping algorithm is proposed in this section.
Adjacency Matrix
The adjacency matrix is a typical method of storing graph, which uses double dimensional array. The data in the matrix show the relation among nodes.
Suppose 
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The Algorithm
In the process of mapping the ontology to the graph database, the main two steps are included . The first step is the resolving of ontology and the second step is storing the contents into the graph database.
On one hand, when parsing the ontology, the class is the basic element. The most important setp is to traverse all the classes . If one class is not an anonymous class, it will be stored into an array and its corresponding relation and the object are are needed in the process. However, if the object does not exist, the relation must be neglected. The reason of this operation is that if we only get the relations expected of the subject and the object or only the subject or the relation without the object, the operation has no meaning. If the object exists, the corresponding relation must be stored into the two-dimensional array K[i] [j] . In addition, as we all know that a single one node is also a graph, this phenomenon can't be neglected in the process of mapping ontology to graph database.
On the other hand, in the process of storing the contents into the graph database, steps are as follows. Firstly, create all the nodes in graph database according to the length of the array stored in the classes, and set the property for every node, such as the property of name, number and so on, and then traverse the array of K [i] [j] until the traversing is over. In the process of traversing, if the intersection point of i.th and j.th column has value, it suggests that the relation involves node i and node j. In addition, the node's property is the name and number in graph database. As we can see from what has discussed above, a relation could be built. If the value of the interaction node is null, it means that the two nodes have no relation. This operation will go on until the traversing is over for
The algorithm is presented as follows: 
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In this algorithm, some variables are defined. O is used to store all classes and K is used to store all relations among nodes. Firstly, traverse all the classes in ontolgoy. 
Experiments
A system is implemented by using Jena and Neo4j [11] . It uses the mapping algorithm to map a OWL ontology to a Neo4j graph database automatically. To verify that the mapping rules are general, some OWL ontologies in Protege3.6 are randomly chosen as the experiment data. They are SQWRLExample.owl, pizza.owl and collaborativePizza.owl, whose scales become gradually larger.
The following is the amount comparison of instances, relation and classes in ontologies and their corresping nodes, edges, nodes in the graph database. The results as shown are in In addition to storing all the information of ontologies, graph databases can also support query operrations. The query language in Neo4j is Cypher [12] , which is a kind of concise graph database query language. The query mode is similar to the way used for figures, which just need a precise way to describe the diagram and the wanted results. The differences of the Cypher and Sparql, the querying language of ontology, are shown in the Table 3 .
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Hui Zhang According to the comparative analysis above, the query language of ontology can be replaced by Cypher in Neo4j. In addition, the form of Cypher's structure is more simple and easier to understand.
Query target Cypher sparql
5.Conclusion
When using relational databases to store ontologies, there are problems of missing semantic information or information redundancy causedby the mismatch of their structures. In this paper, a new ontology storage method is presented based on graph databases, which aims to solve the problems. In addition, hundreds of millions of elements can be stored into graph databases, thus the scale limitation will be well solved. Of course, this paper only gives the basic discussion on the field of ontology and graph database. Topics such as how to optimize the query efficiency, and introduction of the ontology's reasoning mechanism to the field of graph databases, need to be further explored.
